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Readers who devoured Brandt Dodson’s four Colton Parker Mysteries will eagerly welcome this new novel
from the suspense writer fans are comparing to Robert Parker, author of the megaselling Spenser series.

This provocative novel centers on police officer Ron Ortega, a cop caught in the middle:
His wife and new baby want him home. His superiors—and his own naked ambition—want him in Miami.

But when he infiltrates one of the city’s most vicious gangs, someone—or someones want him dead. And
they’ll stop at nothing to achieve their goal. In a test of his faith, he must decide if he will succumb to the
challenges and the temptations that surround him or live the life he’s always proclaimed.

Or for that matter, whether he’ll live at all.

“Brandt Dodson’s writing combines two of the best traditions of the private eye novel: a clean, laconic style
and plotting based on believable human emotions and reactions.”
—Terence Faherty, author of Kill Me Again
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From reader reviews:

Odis Hillyard:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And
you have time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that
question mainly because just their can do this. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person.
Yes, it is right. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this specific White Soul to read.

Ross Larson:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by interact with the internet
and the resources included can be true or not require people to be aware of each info they get. How a lot
more to be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book.
Reading through a book can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information specifically this White Soul
book because this book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred
percent guarantees there is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Keith Abell:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to choose book
like comic, brief story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting White Soul that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world
can be said as the opportinity for people to know world better then how they react when it comes to the
world. It can't be explained constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of
you who wants to be success person. So , for all you who want to start reading as your good habit, you could
pick White Soul become your own starter.

Paul Moore:

Beside this particular White Soul in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or details. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from the oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have White
Soul because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but
you seldom get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this inside your
hand. The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. So do you still
want to miss it? Find this book and read it from at this point!
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